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In 10 Years Josh Landess Will Be Clean
Energy’s Warren Buffett. Investors Should Get
to Know His Research Now
Everyone knows the legend of Warren Buffett. EnergyTechStocks.com
believes that 10 years from now, Josh Landess will be clean energy’s
investing legend.
Landess co-manages an index, not a fund, a distinct advantage for
investors in this age of Wall Street scandals. As co-manager of the
Wilderhill New Energy Global Innovation Index, Landess probably is not
only the most thorough source of information on clean energy stocks but
also the most objective. That he almost never speaks with the media is
another plus because it shows he isn’t inclined to tout a stock the way
virtually every TV talking head routinely does.
Landess is as green as Al Gore. He scours the world for intriguing firms,
keeping track of over 500 companies at any one time. The Wilderhill New
Energy Global Innovation Index includes nearly 90 outfits traded on two
dozen different stock exchanges. (Only Rafael Coven’s Cleantech Index
comes close in scope and diversification.) Approximately a third of the
components in Landess’s index are located in the Americas, with another
third in Europe, the Middle and Africa, and the remainder in Asia and
Oceania.
Make no mistake: accessing Landess’s brain will be no guarantee of
investor success in clean energy, especially over the next couple years,
when the global recession could be a nightmare for green project
developers. Inevitably, however, a “carbon-constrained” world will arrive –
the combined result of dwindling fossil fuel supplies and concern about
both climate change and nations’ security. It will usher in unprecedented
opportunity to make money, but it will take a guide like Landess to
navigate clean energy’s numerous sub sectors.
A superficial examination indicates that energy efficiency and wind power
are the sub sectors Landess is betting on most, with each accounting for

slightly more than 25% of the index’s total holdings as of Dec. 29. But look
deeper and you discover that Landess has actually tapped into all of the
critical technology that will be needed to support the sort of green energy
economy President-elect Barack Obama envisions for the world.
….
If, as an investor, you share experts’ belief that energy, the world’s last
analog industry, is about to go digital, with new technology saving money,
resources and the planet’s air quality, then you share EnergyTechStocks’s
belief that Josh Landess will become known as clean energy’s investing
legend.

